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ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 


 
Being involved in an automobile is accident never a good situation. Having someone 
to guide you through the process is priceless.  


Auto accidents can be classified two ways: 


Minor: 


Any auto accident that does not involve bodily injury can be classified as a minor 
accident. These accidents do not require an accident report to be filed with a police 
department, regardless of the amount of property damage. These accidents can be 
handled among the parties involved. When the police fill out an accident report they 
are there as an unbiased third party to document the accident. Their responsibility is 
to gather information from all parties involved and make a written report. 


***The police do not determine liability, the insurance companies do!*** 


Injury:  


An injury auto accident involves bodily injury, regardless of the severity of the 
injury. This type of auto accident does require a police report. You could be facing 
criminal charges if you leave the scene of an injury auto accident without first 
speaking to the police. 


 


LIABILITY 
Usually, liability is easily determined by having a good understanding of the facts of 
the accident. Having as many reliable facts as possible is very important in 
determining the best way for you to proceed with the insurance procedure. 


All auto accidents are not created equally. New York is a “no fault insurance” state. 
“No fault insurance” pertains to injuries only. When it comes to property damage, it 
is the insurance company(s) who determine fault. Insurance companies can accept 
all or part of the liability. Meaning; driver of car “A” can be found 75% at fault and 
driver “B” can be found 25% at fault or any ratio thereof. Some insurance companies 
have been using the practice of rationalizing that all parties involved need to be held 
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somewhat liable. Some insurance companies rationalize this by saying “well, if you 
were not on the road this accident would not have happen, therefore…” You, as a 
licensed driver, have the right to be driving on a public road. It is my opinion that 
this is not a justifiable way of assessing fault. Keep in mind, if you are assessed 
liability you can be held financially responsible for that percentage of all costs and 
settlements involved. 


 


THE REPAIR PROCESS 
***New York State law prohibits insurance companies from requiring or 
suggesting that you use a repair shop of their choice. This is called “steering” 
and it is illegal! It is your right to use the repair shop of your choice and the 
insurance company must work with that registered repair shop*** 


 


Not at fault: 


If you have collision coverage on your vehicle and it is determined that you are not 
at fault you have a couple of options. You can submit a claim through your insurance 
company or through the other party’s insurance company. The end result is the 
same; it is just a matter how you get there. The responsibility of the insurance 
company is to pay us to put your vehicle back in the same condition it was prior to 
the accident. The insurance company has six business days to send an appraiser to 
our shop to appraise the damage to your car. Once an agreed price (AP) has been 
reached we will be able to start the repair procedure. Depending on the extent of 
the damage the repair time we need would usually be 10 – 15 business days. If you 
submitted the claim through your insurance company your deductible is your 
responsibility. Once your insurance company is reimbursed by the other insurance 
company, this is called subrogation; your deductible will be refunded. Subrogation 
can take weeks or even months. If you choose to submit your claim through the other 
party’s insurance company then your deductible is not a factor. 


At Fault: 


If you have collision coverage and are deemed at fault then your only option is to file 
a claim with your insurance company. The responsibility of the insurance company 
is to pay us to put your vehicle back in the same condition it was prior to the 
accident. Your insurance company has six business days to send an appraiser to our 
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shop and appraise the damage to your car. Once an agreed price (AP) has been 
reached we will be able to start the repair procedure. Depending on the extent of 
the damage the repair time we need would be 10 – 15 business days. 


If you are at fault and you have no collision then the repair cost would be your 
responsibility. 


 


A TOTAL LOSS 
 


 If it is determined that you are not at fault and you have collision coverage you have 
a couple of options. You can submit a claim through your insurance company and / 
or through the other party’s insurance company. If you do not have collision 
coverage then your only option is to file a claim with the other insurance company. 
The end result is the same; it is just a matter how you get there.  


 VEHICLE’S VALUE: 


In the event your car is a total loss (a car that is a total loss does not mean that it 
cannot be fixed it means that the insurance company has deemed that the car is not 
economical to repair. Most insurance companies use a 65% damage to value ratio 
(this value varies). For example, if your car is worth $10,000 and the repair cost 
exceeds $6,500 the insurance company may total your car) the responsibility of the 
insurance company is to pay you “fair market value” plus sales tax for your car. Fair 
market value is what you would expect to pay to replace your car with the same 
year, make, model and condition car that you lost. This value can be determined 
several ways. Insurance companies use comparable values within a 100 mile radius, 
much like an appraisal on your house. You can do the same by looking at some used 
car pricing web sites; one place to start would be NADA.com. Determining the value 
of your vehicle should be done as soon as possible. Print the information that you 
find and keep it in a folder. This information can be very helpful later. 


BETTERMENT:  


This is a term that insurance company’s use to lower the value of a vehicle. For 
example: if you had a large dent in the door from a prior accident, that dent 
devalues your car. The insurance company can lower the amount that the car is 
worth by the amount of the prior damage. However, betterment can work in your 
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favor. For example, if you just had four new tires and or brakes installed days before 
the accident, you have increased the value of your vehicle and therefore you should 
be compensated for that. The same is true if you have just had any other significant 
repairs done to your car. If so, present those repair bills to the adjustor. If there was 
damage to any other items of value (laptop computer, eye glasses, etc.) these item 
should be itemized and brought to the adjuster’s attention 


 


INSURANCE COMPANY’S OFFER: 


Once the insurance company has totaled your car they will be making you an offer. 
Essentially, they are buying your car from you. If you have done your homework you 
already know what your car is worth. The monetary offer from the insurance 
company should be close to the figure that you came up with. Most insurance 
companies are fair. However, there are times when their offer is lower than what you 
feel is fair. Using the information that you gathered about the value of your car you 
can argue that the car is worth more than the insurance company’s offer. You need 
not to accept their offer. Present the insurance company with your findings and ask 
them how they arrived at their figure. Everyone is in business to make money and 
the insurance companies are no exception. So, if they are to pay you $1,000 less than 
your car is worth that is $1,000 more in year end profits.  


Do not let the insurance company remove or take possession of your car until you 
know what they will be paying you. Remember, they are buying your car from you. 
Think of it this way: you would not sell your car to someone without knowing what 
they are willing to pay you for it, would you? Same is true here. Once the vehicle had 
left your control you have lost an essential bargaining advantage.  


Some insurance companies will try to coerce you to let them move the car to 
their facility prior to assessing the damage. This is not in your best interest. 
Keep in mind: I work for you, not the insurance company. The storage lot that 
they want the car brought to works for the insurance company, not for you. 
Very often that facility is located in another county. Allowing them to relocate 
your car puts you at a grave disadvantage! 
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RENTAL CAR 
If you have collision coverage, or if you are not at fault, your insurance company or 
the other party’s insurance company may cover a rental car until your car is 
repaired or you are paid by the insurance company for your loss. If you do accept 
the rental car try to have the insurance company pay the rental car company 
directly. This will help prevent unexpected charges to your credit card and tie up 
available credit. Be advised that some insurance companies may not cover 100% of 
the rental car costs 


 


TOWING & STORAGE 


If you have collision coverage or the accident is not your fault:  


All towing and storage charges will be paid for by either one of the insurance 
companies. Essentially, there are two parts to your collision claim. There is the 
damage to your vehicle and there is care and custody of your vehicle. The insurance 
company will not take money from the collision part of the claim to pay for the 
towing and storage portion of the claim.  


If you and the insurance company reach an impasse as to the value of your vehicle 
the insurance company will sometimes threaten to stop paying storage on your 
vehicle as way to coerce you into making a decision that you do not feel comfortable 
with. The insurance company is required to notify you in writing that they will cease 
paying storage charges. If you are sent this letter retain both the letter and the 
envelope in which it was mailed. The postmark on the envelope is invaluable. 


Once you have accepted the insurance company’s offer the insurance company will 
usually arrange to remove the vehicle from our premises and pay us for the stowing 
and storage. Occasionally, the insurance company will not want to take possession of 
your vehicle. If that is the case we can arrange to dispose of the vehicle at no charge. 


If the accident is your fault and you do not have collision coverage: 


You will be responsible for the towing and storage charges. Storage charges will not 
start to accrual for several days as long as you are in contact with us about the 
disposition of your vehicle. 
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WITNESSES 
 


Your best defense is an unbiased witness. Your friend in your front seat with you at 
the time of the accident is not a good witness. Look around to see if anyone saw the 
accident. It is very important to get someone to tell a police officer or an insurance 
company what they saw. Write down their name and telephone number. 
Unfortunately, many people do not want to “get involved”.  If someone did see the 
accident and refuses to cooperate with you write down their license plate number. 
The police and or the insurance company can contact them later. 


 


THE AFTERMATH 
The State of New requires all drivers that were involved in a motor vehicle accident 


were there are injuries or the damage exceeds $1000 to the property of any one 
person to file an accident report with the state regardless of where you are licensed. 
Failure to do so within 10 days is a misdemeanor and / or your driver’s license and 
vehicle registration can be suspended. You will find a copy of this form on the back 


page and you can also find it on the web by going to: 
(http://www.nydmv.state.ny.us/forms/mv104.pdf). 


Once you have completed the MV-104 form it is advisable to get a “certificate of 
mailing” at the post office. New York State is notorious for losing and / or claiming 
that they never received your correspondence. The certificate of mailing is your 


proof that the form was indeed mailed and mailed timely. 


Within 3 -4 months after your accident it is advisable that you order a “drivers 
abstract” for yourself. By doing so, you will be able to review your driving history, 


disposition of the accident & the condition of your licenses to ensure that the 
accident is correctly reported and that NYDMV received the MV-104 form. The 


drivers abstract can be found on the web by going to: 
(http://www.nydmv.state.ny.us/driverabstract/default.html). 


 


Contact Prestige at (845) 462-7373 if you have any questions. 



http://www.nydmv.state.ny.us/forms/mv104.pdf

http://www.nydmv.state.ny.us/driverabstract/default.html



		AccidentDescription






oDRIVER OF VEHICLE 1 VEHICLE 2 o BICYCLISToPEDESTRIAN o OTHER PEDESTRIAN


Did police investigate
accident at scene?


o Yes o No


Public 
Property
Damaged


Public 
Property
Damaged


New York State Department of Motor Vehicles


REPORT OF MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
www.dmv.ny.gov


Accident Date


MV-104 (5/11)  PAGE 1 of 2


Day of Week Time o AM


o PM


o o


Number of                                                         
Vehicles


Number
Injured


Number 
Killed


If “Yes”, Name of Police Agency or Precinct & Accident Number


Driver Name–exactly as printed on license (Last, First, M.I.) Name–exactly as printed on license (Last, First, M.I.)


Name–exactly as printed on registration Name–exactly as printed on registration


Address (Include Number & Street) Address (Include Number & Street)


City or Town


Date of Birth


Date of Birth Sex


Sex Number of 
People in
Vehicle


State of License


State Zip Code City or Town State Zip Code


City or Town State Zip Code City or Town State Zip Code


Plate Number State of Reg. Vehicle Year & Make Vehicle Type Ins. CodePlate Number


Describe damage to vehicle 1


State of Reg. Vehicle Year & Make Vehicle Type Ins. Code


Apt. Number Apt. Number


Address (Include Number & Street) Address (Include Number & Street)Apt. Number Apt. Number


Driver License ID NumberDriver License ID Number


Names of All Persons Involved 


How did the accident happen?


Identify Damaged Property 
Other Than Vehicle(s)


VIN


Name of Insurance Company 
That Issued Policy For Vehicle 1


Name and Address of 
Policy Holder


Policy Period


From                                      To


If Vehicle was Operated Under Permit
(ICC, USDOT or NYSDOT), give No.


If Self-Insured, give 
Certificate No.


and State


Name and Address
of Permit Holder


Policy 
Number


8. Which Veh.
Occupied


10.  Safety
Equip.Used


9 . Position
in/on Vehicle


12.
Age


13.
Sex Describe InjuriesA B C


If Deceased, Enter
Date of Death


16. Injury 


Date of Birth Sex Number of 
People in
Vehicle


State of License


Estimated Cost of Property Damage - Vehicle 1
o $1,001-$1,500 o $1,501-$2,500 o Over $2,500 


Estimated Cost of Property Damage - Vehicle 2
o $1,001-$1,500 o $1,501-$2,500 o Over $2,500 


1


2


3


5


6


7


23


24


25


26


27


28


29


30


4


Rear End Sideswipe 
(same direction)


Left Turn


Right Angle


1. 2.


4.3.


Sideswipe
(opposite direction)


8.


Head On


7.9. 6.


Right Turn


5.


ACCIDENT DIAGRAM: Circle one of the 9 diagrams (numbered 0-8) if it
describes the accident, or draw your own diagram below in space #9.
Number the vehicles. Your vehicle is # 1                                        


0.


ç
Signature of Driver
(or Representative*) 
of Vehicle 1


Print Name of Driver 
(or Representative*) 
of Vehicle 1


A representative may sign for the driver if the driver is unable to sign
because of injury or death. If you are signing as the driver’s representative,
check the box that describes why the driver cannot sign. 


An accident report is not considered complete and filed unless it is signed,


and if not signed may result in the suspension of your driver’s license.


Date


Describe damage to vehicle 2


Page _______ of _______     o RUSH - DRIVER OF VEHICLE 1 - LICENSE SUSPENDED FOR FAILURE TO REPORT


Month          Day        Year


Left Turn


Right Turn


FOLD HERE


Use only for accidents that 


happen in New York State 


Month     Day            Year


Month          Day        Year
Date of Birth Sex
Month          Day        Year


Month          Day            Year
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Place Where Accident Occurred in New York State:


County ______________________                                                       of __________________________________. 


Road on which accident occurred _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________


at  1) intersecting street______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


or       2) __________  __________                                                 ______________________________________________________________________________________                              


o City   o Village   o Town Permanent Landmark___________________


o N o S   
o E    o W    of


(Route Number or Street Name)


(Route Number or Street Name)


Feet Miles (Milepost, Nearest intersecting Route Number or Street Name)


o


DO NOT FORGET
ACCIDENT DATE


BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM,  READ THE INSTRUCTIONS IN SECTION A ON PAGE 2


o Injury       


o Death


*
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ROADWAY CHARACTER
1. Straight and Level 4. Curve and Level
2. Straight and Grade 5. Curve and Grade
3. Straight at Hillcrest 6. Curve at Hillcrest


LIGHT CONDITIONS


1. Daylight 3. Dusk                 5.Dark-Road Unlighted
2. Dawn 4. Dark-Road Lighted


PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLIST/OTHER PEDESTRIAN ACTION
1. Crossing, With Signal
2. Crossing, Against Signal
3. Crossing, No Signal, Marked Crosswalk
4. Crossing, No Signal or Crosswalk
5. Riding/Walking/Skating Along Highway With Traffic
6. Riding/Walking /Skating Along Highway Against Traffic
7. Emerging from in Front of/Behind Parked Vehicle
8. Going to/From Stopped School Bus
9. Getting On/Off Vehicle Other Than School Bus


11. Working in Roadway
12. Playing in Roadway
13. Other Actions in Roadway
14. Not in Roadway


POSITION IN/ON VEHICLE (Column 9) - Enter the number from this 
diagram which corresponds to each person’s position.


1. Driver     2-7. Passengers    8. Riding/Hanging on Outside 78
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Event
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1


Second
Event
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1. Other Motor Vehicle
2. Pedestrian
3. Bicyclist
4. Animal
5. Railroad Train


COLLISION WITH FIXED OBJECT


6. In-Line Skater
7. Deer
8. Other Pedestrian


10. Other Object (Not Fixed)


TYPE OF ACCIDENT
COLLISION WITH


11. Light Support/Utility Pole
12. Guide Rail - Not At End
13. Crash Cushion
14. Sign Post
15. Tree
16. Building/Wall
17. Curbing
18. Fence
19. Bridge Structure
20. Culvert/Head Wall


21. Median - Not At End
22. Snow Embankment
23. Earth Embankment/


Rock Cut/Ditch
24. Fire hydrant
25. Guide Rail - End
26. Median - End
27. Barrier
30. Other Fixed Object


NO COLLISION
31. Overturned 33. Submersion
32. Fire/Explosion 34. Ran Off Roadway Only


40. Other


11. Avoiding Object in Roadway
12. Changing Lanes
13. Passing
14. Merging
15. Backing
16. Making Right Turn on Red
17. Making Left Turn on Red
18. Police Pursuit
20. Other


1. Going Straight Ahead
2. Making Right Turn
3. Making Left Turn
4. Making U Turn
5. Starting from Parking
6. Starting in Traffic
7. Slowing or Stopping
8. Stopped in Traffic
9. Entering Parked Position


10. Parked


1. On Roadway 2. Off Roadway


MV-104 (5/11)  PAGE 2 of 2 SECTION B
USE TO COMPLETE


BOXES 1-7 and 23-30 ON PAGE 1


8


8


8


1. North
2. Northeast
3. East
4. Southeast


5. South
6. Southwest
7. West
8. Northwest


1. Dry
2. Wet


3. Muddy
4. Snow/Ice


5. Slush
6. Flooded 


0. Other


2. Cloudy
3. Rain
4. Snow1. Clear


5.  Sleet/Hail/Freezing Rain
6. Fog/Smog/Smoke
0. Other


1. None  
2. Traffic Signal
3. Stop Sign
4. Flashing Light
5. Yield Sign
6. Officer/Guard
7. No Passing Zone
8. RR Crossing Sign
9. RR Crossing Flashing Light


10. RR Crossing Gates
11. Stopped School Bus-Red


Lights Flashing
12. Construction Work Area
13. Maintenance Work Area
14. Utility Work Area
15.  Police/Fire Emergency
16. School Zone
20. Other


DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 


PRE-ACCIDENT VEHICLE ACTION


LOCATION OF FIRST EVENT


WEATHER


TRAFFIC CONTROL


ROADWAY SURFACE CONDITION


1. None
2. Lap Belt
3. Shoulder Restraint
4. Lap Belt Restraint
5. Child Restraint Only
6. Helmet (Motorcycle Only)


C.Helmet Only
D.Helmet/Other
E.Pads Only
F. Stoppers Only


7. Air Bag Deployed
8. Air Bag Deployed/Lap Belt
9. Air Bag Deployed/Shoulder Restraint
A. Air Bag Deployed/ Lap Belt/Restraint
B. Air Bag Deployed/Child Restraint
O. Other


SAFETY EQUIPMENT USED (Column 10)


B. Bicyclist P. Pedestrian O. Other Pedestrian1. Vehicle 1 2. Vehicle 2


WHICH VEHICLE OCCUPIED (Column 8) - Enter the appropriate number or letter.


INSTRUCTIONS - PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION - USE BLACK INK
* First — fold along this shaded, dotted line.*


Then fill in the boxes numbered 1-7 and 23-30 in the right margin on page 1 by entering the
number of the item from Section B that best describes the circumstances of the accident.
If a question does not apply, enter a dash (“-”). If you do not know an answer, enter an “X”.
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In-Line Skater/Bicyclist>


;
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INSURANCE - Enter damage to private property, if any, insurance policy information and VIN. 


Send original to: CRASH RECORDS CENTER
6 EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
PO BOX 2925
ALBANY  NY  12220-0925


SECTION A
You must report within 10 days any accident occurring in New York State causing a fatality,
personal injury or damage over $1,000 to the property of any one person. Failure to do so
within 10 days is a misdemeanor. Your license and/or registration may be suspended until a
report is filed. Check the “RUSH” box at the top of page 1 if your license is suspended for
failure to report this accident on time. You must fill in all information requested on the report.


VEHICLE INVOLVEMENT - If you were in an accident involving:
l two-cars, enter your information in the VEHICLE 1 section and the other driver’s 


information in the VEHICLE 2 section.
l a pedestrian, bicyclist or other pedestrian (a person using a non-motorized conveyance such


as in-line skates, skateboard,sled, etc.), enter the information in the “Driver” spaces provided 
for Vehicle 2, and check the PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLIST or OTHER PEDESTRIAN box.


l a vehicle other than a motor vehicle (such as a snowmobile, mini-bike, aircycle, 
all-terrain vehicle, trail bike, or other non-motor vehicle), enter the driver, registrant and 
vehicle information in the space provided for VEHICLE 2.


l an unoccupied vehicle, enter all available information. Be sure to enter the correct 
vehicle Plate Number and Vehicle Type in the VEHICLE 2 block.


l more than two vehicles, fill out additional accident reports. On these reports, place the 
information for the third vehicle in the space marked VEHICLE 1 and mark it # 3. Use the 
space marked VEHICLE 2 for the fourth vehicle, and mark it # 4 and so on. Additional forms 
are available at any Motor Vehicles office or from the DMV website: www.dmv.ny.gov.


DRIVER - Enter the information for each driver EXACTLY as it appears on his/her driver license.


REGISTRANT - Enter registrant information EXACTLY as it appears on the registration of
each vehicle involved in the accident. 


VEHICLE DAMAGE - Indicate if the accident exceeds the $1,000 threshold for property damage
to any one vehicle or property caused by the accident, and describe the vehicle damage.


ACCIDENT LOCATION - Enter the county, locality and street(s) where the accident
occurred. Check the box if there is an intersecting street. If available, identify a permanent
landmark nearby, such as a business, school, shopping mall, parking lot, water tower,
railroad, mountain or cell tower.


ALL INVOLVED - List the names of all persons involved in the accident, and provide the
date of death if anyone was killed in, or as a result of, the accident. If more than four
people are involved, complete another report. In the ALL INVOLVED section of that
report, provide the required information for everyone else involved in the accident. Enter
the following codes in the appropriate columns:


INJURY (Columns 16A-C) - Check all column(s) that apply and DESCRIBE INJURIES:


A -Severe lacerations, broken or distorted limbs, skull fracture, crushed chest, internal 
injuries, unconscious when taken from the accident scene, unable to leave accident 
scene without assistance.


B - Lump on head, abrasions, minor lacerations.


C - Momentary unconsciousness, limping, nausea, hysteria, complaint of pain (no visible 
injury), whiplash (complaint of neck and head pain).


Attach additional reports to page one. Each page of the report must be numbered in the upper
left corner. Mark additional sheets #2, #3, etc. Date and sign on the bottom line of each
attached report. THE REPORT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE DRIVER OF VEHICLE 1, UNLESS HE


OR SHE IS UNABLE TO SIGN BECAUSE HE/SHE IS INJURED OR DECEASED. 


* Don’t fold internet form. Instead, place page 2 over page 1, with the arrows on 
page 2 pointing to the boxes on the right edge of page 1.


Be sure your
answers are marked 


INSIDE THE


BOXES ON


PAGE


1
PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLIST/OTHER PEDESTRIAN LOCATION
1. Pedestrian/Bicyclist/Other Pedestrian at Intersection
2. Pedestrian/Bicyclist/Other Pedestrian Not at Intersection





		page #: 

		page #2: 

		rush box: Off

		day of week: [ ]

		time: 

		am/pm: Off

		number of vehicles: 

		number injured: 

		number killed: 

		police investigate: Off

		police agency: 

		driver 1 apt: 

		 #: 



		accident month: 

		accident day: 

		accident year: 

		registrant1 apt: 

		 #: 



		driver 1: 

		state of license #1: 

		addressdriver 1: 

		address2driver 1: 

		citydriver1: 

		driver 1 state: 

		driver 1 zip: 

		driver1date of birth month: 

		driver1date of birth day: 

		driver1date of birth year: 

		driver 1sex: [ ]

		driver 1#of people: 

		driver1public property damaged: Off

		registrant name1: 

		registrant1date of birth month: 

		registrant1date of birth day: 

		registrant1date of birth year: 

		registrant1sex: [ ]

		address2registrant1: 

		cityregistrant1: 

		registrant1 state: 

		registrant1 zip: 

		plate #1: 

		state of reg1: 

		vehicleyearmake1: 

		driver 2: 

		state of license #2: 

		addressdriver 2: 

		address2driver 2: 

		driver 2 apt: 

		 #: 



		citydriver2: 

		driver 2state: 

		driver 2zip: 

		driver2date of birth month: 

		driver2date of birth day: 

		driver2date of birth year: 

		driver 2sex: [ ]

		driver 2#of people: 

		driver2public property damaged: Off

		registrant name2: 

		registrant2date of birth month: 

		registrant2date of birth day: 

		registrant2date of birth year: 

		registrant2sex: [ ]

		address2registrant2: 

		registrant2apt: 

		 #: 



		cityregistrant2: 

		registrant2state: 

		registran2 zip: 

		plate #2: 

		state of reg2: 

		vehicleyearmake2: 

		vehi type #1: 

		ins code #1: 

		vehi type #2: 

		ins code #2: 

		reset: 

		nams of insurance company: 

		identify damaged property: 

		name and address: 

		permit icc, usdot NO: 

		self insured no: 

		vin#: 

		policy #: 

		date from: 

		name address permit holder: 

		and state: 

		date to: 

		date signed: 

		print name: 

		injury: Off

		vehpedbus: Off

		1,000: Off

		1,000 veh 2: Off

		vehicle damage text: 

		vehicle damage text 2: 

		city 4: Off

		at 4: Off

		County 4: 

		occurred 4: 

		intersecting 4: 

		feet 4: 

		miles 4: 

		milepost 4: 

		accident happen 4: 

		names of persons 5: 

		occu 6: 

		occu 7: 

		occu 8: 

		occu 5: 

		posit 6: 

		posit 7: 

		posit 8: 

		posit 5: 

		safety 5: 

		safety 6: 

		safety 7: 

		safety 8: 

		age 6: 

		age 7: 
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